Treatment of a palatally impacted maxillary permanent canine often involves surgical exposure of the tooth, followed by orthodontic repositioning. After the elevation of a palatal flap, the overlying bone is usually removed with electric or manual instruments.

This article presents an alternative method that uses piezoelectricity to minimize trauma to the impacted tooth and the surrounding tissues. The Mectron Piezosurgery* device contains a powerful piezoelectric handpiece with a functional frequency of 25-29kHz and a digital modulation capability of 30Hz. It improves surgical control by performing a precise, selective cut, using ultrasonic waves transmitted to the hard tissues through an insert mounted on the handpiece. The inserts vibrate linearly between 60 and 210 microns, providing the handpiece with power in excess of 5W. A high-powered pump emits a biocompatible 0.9% sodium chloride solution for cooling.

**Surgical Procedure**

Local anesthesia is administered in both the upper buccal area and the palatal area near the impacted canine. A palatal intrasulcular incision is then made with a Bard-Parker** No. 15 blade from the contralateral central incisor to the second premolar distal to the impacted canine, and a mucoperiosteal flap is raised (Fig. 3). After the bone surface covering the canine crown has been located, a sufficient quantity of bone to expose the crown is removed with the OT5 insert of the piezoelectric device (Fig. 4). The crown surface is then exposed by placing the EX1 insert into the pericoronal follicular space, and the follicle is removed (Fig. 5). If necessary, the OT2 insert is used to create a guide channel through the alveolar bone (Fig. 6), which will
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Fig. 3 Elevation of mucoperiosteal flap.

Fig. 4 Removal of bone over impacted canine using OT5 insert.

Fig. 5 A. Exposure of impacted canine crown using EX1 insert. B. Removal of follicle.

Fig. 6 Channel formed through alveolar bone using OT2 insert.
facilitate movement of the tooth during orthodontic repositioning.

A conventional bracket is bonded to the enamel surface of the exposed canine (Fig. 7). After the flap has been sutured, a window is opened with a scalpel in the palatal mucosa to expose the crown of the impacted tooth. The window is then sutured with disconnected points.

Discussion

A precise surgical cut is extremely important when the crown of a palatally impacted maxillary canine is close to the roots or crowns of the central and lateral incisors, as often occurs. Traditional burs do not distinguish between the mineralization and hardness of the bone, the radicular cementum, and the enamel. Piezoelectric surgery is precise enough to account for such differences, thus avoiding damage to the adjacent teeth.

The EX1 insert for the Mectron Piezo-surgery handpiece provides a good demarcation of the exposed crown. It also removes the follicle faster than manual instruments can, with no loss of cervical bone or consequent gingival recession.

The piezoelectric instrument controls bleeding during the surgical procedure, ensuring a dry field for bonding to the impacted tooth and eliminating the need for gauze sponges or electrocoagulation. Total surgical time is greatly reduced with this method.

The piezoelectric device is quieter than conventional handpieces, and it avoids the trauma associated with a manual hammer and chisel. Therefore, it improves both the comfort and the cooperation of the patient.
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